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placement of concrete
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• Reinforcement
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- Job geometry.
ed, don’t cut corners.
If mesh is being used ensure that the
Testing
of L-Stone identified that average
st good luck on
the day!
- The requirements
correct cover is achieved,
you don’t of the individual

Water
Make sure that you have an adequate
L-Stone
water supply and pressure to wash
the
concrete, if using a surface set retarder
it is likely that a pressure washer will be
used to expose the surface on the
- Timing of decorative cut placement is
next day. critical, too early can damage edges

to the joints, too late can result in
shrinkage of the product is 12mm in
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placement, that is ensuring construction
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• Pumping
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he type of mix,joints
in this
special
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avoid
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of
chemical
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and that the water cementAs
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expansion
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programme, the earliest possible
rength, aggregate
size
the surface,
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minimised (poured at the correct slump)
should
be
alternating
‘Lock
Joint’(full
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percentage of coarse aggregate
ment colour. Without
you can control cracking.
being
over
exposed
too placement.
much is
depth joints) and tooled joint type.
tooled controlif joint

difficulties can be experienced in
able to supply. BGC
applied in one pass of the spray.
- The installer must provide
adequate
pumping
such mixes.
We recommend
- Where
control joints are to be tooledEnsure -that
L-Stone
should
be place toto
maximum
are available to provide
an area
is prepared
act as
construction joints based upon
an
adequate
depth
of
cut,
being
1/4
area
of
9
m2
for
a
100mm
thick
slab
squeeze pumps as opposed to piston
you have selected the
thecomments provided
a reservoir for the washed concrete run
in this
to 1/2 of the total depth is required
without control joints for a square
white
sh.
information sheet. type pumps, if the mixtocontains
is asection.
garage at the bottom of
ensure that the weakness createdoff, if thereslab
sand a squeeze pumpreflects
is a MUST.
in a crack directly below the the a driveway, pour the garage later,
-

BGC through the use of a super
joint. This occurs when shrinkage this will allow the water to collect in the
plasticiser minimise the water cement
• Scratching L-Stone
stress are greater than the tensile
sand under the garage and avoid costly
ratio. It is important that the driver
strength
of
L-Stone.
If
the
joint
is
too
• toJoints
Patterns, from random to regular
does not add water
the mix (all
verything, same day
shallow random cracking can occur.clean up operations. You will probably
symmetrical design can be included as
BGC
drivers
are
aware
of
this).
Plan the joint layout before starting,
s effective as the use
need arequired.
pump Please
to pour
the garage later,
discuss your requirements
If a higher slump is required super
You
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never
stagger
control
joints,
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protectprior
thetoexposed
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commencement.
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thewith
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of the joints
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Adding water
to the mix
ame day washing delivery).
is
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takewillplace earlyshould
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not impact
Inlays
nullify the efforts we have taken to
skills of the contractor,
construction
joints.
don’t DELAY, cracks will appear at
minimise shrinkage.
Inlays of brick, tiles cobbles or river stone
d by differential setting
re entrant corners without
fail!
can be designed to client request.
- For 100mm thick pathways, 2.0m
• Accelerators
crete, ambient - The pattern of construction joints
wide and over control joints are
eas of shade etc needs to be considered with these
recommended at maximum spacingsPrecautions need to be taken if
• Colour
constraints in mind, with particular
of 4 linear meters alternating ‘Lock accelerators are to be used in the mix.
• Expansion
crete has to be
attention being made to the geometry
Joint’ and tooled joints. As a generalThe sub
L-Stone
available be
in afully
variety
of colours,
baseis should
saturated
d to ensure an even
brick
of the concrete beingExposed
poured. aggregates abutting
rule spacings
for control joints in
the base product is of a white limestone
to minimize rapid water loss and the
e, if too soft the
pathways
under 2.0m wide are to be
work should always have
expansion
appearance, pigments are available to
Many
types
of
cracking,
whilst
not
for plastic
shrinkage
(cracking).
overexposed this will
twice the width of the pathway. Eg: Apotential
produce
varying shades
of cream
to suit
separating the two materials.
affecting the durabilityfoam
of concrete
1.5m pathway would have spacings
ely different appearance
client requirements. L-Stone using grey
can have significant aesthetic
This allows for expansion
and meters.
for the
of 3 linear
cement and a choice of pigments provides
urface. BGC Concrete
consequences which must be
• Acid washing
a wide range of colours.
two
materials
to
move
independently,
nd the use of surface
assessed by the installer and
- Expansion joints should be spaced
that isofthe
not stick to
The appearance
the concrete does
ey take the risk outminimised.
of
not more than 30 linear metres on Generally completed several days
finished product is critical.
placement,
essentially used
the brickwork and result
in cracking.
straight
sections of pathways, at all following
• Mesh
reinforcement

te and achieve a more
applied to
- The installer, finisher and cutter
ecommendations.must all be aware of design
requirements and•be Thickness
scheduled prior

deviations in alignment of pathways,to ‘clean’ aggregates in the mix prior
It is recommended, in load bearing
at kerbs, at cast in metal items eg:
situations
driveways,
vehiclebe
crossings
to sealing.
Thiseg:process
should
hand rails and at the intersection of
in
footpaths
etc
that
galvanised
mesh
pathways. Special circumstances completed by a qualified applicator.
is used. Mesh is available from BGC at
to commencement of the pour as the
Whether 75 or 100mmmay
it needs
to bespacing of
require closer
competitive prices if required. Typically
frequency and timing of construction
EJ’s. We surface
recommend ‘Lock Joint’
CONSISTENT,
the prepared
SL52D is used, however engineers
joint placement can prove
critical.
coloured compressible filler strip•is Sealers
requirements should be adopted.
should be level, if not the
thinner
areas
used for EJ’s in L-Stone to achieve a
There
are various options for sealing,
be hand
may result in cracking,professional
often at some
finish.
• L-Stone Cutting

gates can
re this is a subjective
point in the future. All pipes to soak
Each job must be considered on an
the contractor,
or seed
wells etc should be within the sand, not
individual basis to minimise random
to the desired
level. the constructionconcrete,
as a weakness leading to
cracking,
joint plan taking
note of the following:
cracking will result.
have enough aggregate
-

sealers are available in matt and gloss
type finishes, they may be water or
solvent based, please refer to supplier
or contractor to confirm your selection.

Where cracks are likely to occur.
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soaked 1 hour before using. Always
d to achieve the best
comply with the safety regime on site,
or should be aware of
wear PPE as required and ensure
of the mix supplied,
scaffold is in place on all elevated work
placement of concrete
areas.
finishing skills Handy
are Hints
hat a consistent
chieved. Remember the
• Reinforcement
d are as important as
• Curing
ed, don’t cut corners.
If mesh is being used ensure that the
Curing compounds must be compatible
st good luck on
the day!
correct cover is achieved, you don’t

with the sealer to be used. Curing and
control of evaporation will want
assist into see mesh being exposed in
on process allminimising
mixes plastic cracking and should be
the washing operation.
s, just codes. seriously
It is
considered in the hot summer
months.
As a consequence of the
quote the correct
code,
roughened
arance of EX2514A12, surface, (the surface area being
• Pumping
that over which evaporation
occurs is
he type of mix,greater
in thisthan a smooth slab), L-Stone has
exposed mixes contain a higher
rength, aggregate
size propensity toAs
an increased
crack due to
increased evaporation. percentage of coarse aggregate
ment colour. Without

difficulties can be experienced in
able to supply. BGC
pumping such mixes. We recommend
are available to
• provide
Sealing
squeeze pumps as opposed to piston
you have selected the
Sealing if required should occur at
type pumps, if the mix contains white
sh.
the earliest opportunity, thus avoiding
sandthrough
a squeeze pump is a MUST.
staining of the concrete surface

unwanted construction traffic, paint, rusty
nails, marks of rubber tyres etc ensuring
future visible performance of the newly
• Joints
verything, same
dayconcrete. Clients
poured
should be made
Plan the
s effective as the
use
aware
that application of sealers
will joint layout before starting,
change
the
appearance
of
the
surface,
etarder which allows
if the contractor is not tooling joints on
be exposed onbeing
thedarker, potentially amplifying
the day of the pour, cutting of the joints
imperfections on smooth surfaces. We
ame day washing
is
MUST take
place early the next day,
need to ensure client expectations
are met
skills of the contractor,
as the finished product needs
to
leave
a
don’t DELAY, cracks will appear at
lasting
impression of quality. Please note
d by differential
setting
re entrant corners without fail!
crete, ambientsealers have a limited life up to 5 years,
reapplication of sealer may be necessary.

eas of shade etc
• Expansion
crete has to be
• Definitions
d to ensure an even
Exposed aggregates abutting brick
CJ : Control joints being alternating:
e, if too soft the
work should always have expansion
tooled joint created in the L-Stone to
overexposedAthis
will
a depth of ¼ to ½ of the total
concrete
foam
separating the two materials.
ely different appearance
thickness. Spacings 6m.
This allows for expansion and for the
urface. BGC Concrete
two materials to move independently,
nd the use of and
surface
that is the concrete does not stick to
ey take the riskLJout
LockofJoint (Control Joint) A full depth
thecentres
brickwork and result in cracking.
te and achievejoint
a more
through concrete, at 6m
applied to alternating with tooled joint above
ecommendations.
EJ: Expansion Joints being:
• Thickness

Whether 75 or 100mm it needs to be
A 10mm wide joint of a compressible
strip. Coloured EJ materialCONSISTENT,
is available.
the prepared surface
EJ’s should be placed at 30m spacings on
should be level, if not the thinner areas
straight pathways, changes in direction,
gates can bejunctions,
hand where metal castmay
result
in items
are in cracking, often at some
re this is a subjective
included, kerbs and at curves
in
concrete
point in the future. All pipes to soak
pathways.
the contractor,
or seed
wells etc should be within the sand, not

to the desired
level.
090414h
have enough aggregate

concrete, as a weakness leading to
cracking will result.

• Water
Make sure that you have an adequate
L-Stone
water supply and pressure to wash
the
concrete, if using a surface set retarder
it is likely that a pressure washer will be
used to expose the surface on the
next day.
• Site
On sloping sites it is even more
important that a surface retarder is used,
its better to apply several even coats to
avoid rivulets of chemical running down
the surface, this can result in these areas
being over exposed if too much is
applied in one pass of the spray.
Ensure that an area is prepared to act as
a reservoir for the washed concrete run
off, if there is a garage at the bottom of
the a driveway, pour the garage later,
this will allow the water to collect in the
sand under the garage and avoid costly
clean up operations. You will probably
need a pump to pour the garage later,
protect the exposed aggregate driveway,
do not allow heavy vehicles to drive on
newly laid exposed areas.
• Accelerators
Precautions need to be taken if
accelerators are to be used in the mix.
The sub base should be fully saturated
to minimize rapid water loss and the
potential for plastic shrinkage (cracking).
• Acid washing
Generally completed several days
following placement, essentially used
to ‘clean’ aggregates in the mix prior
to sealing. This process should be
completed by a qualified applicator.
• Sealers
There are various options for sealing,
sealers are available in matt and gloss
type finishes, they may be water or
solvent based, please refer to supplier
or contractor to confirm your selection.
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